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Bureau des Possibles

A generative visual identity

Founded by Yves-Armel Martin, Bureau des Possibles (the office

of all possibilities) is an agency specialized in collaborative

innovation. Their goal is to make the link between the

challenges of transforming organizations and the many

opportunities of a society in upheaval.

They are convinced that organizations, whether public or

private, all have many internal and external resources that are

just waiting to bear fruit. They believe that by moving away

from vertical organizational modes, deterministic beliefs and the

desire to control at all costs, we are opening up to complex

approaches and giving way to the emergence of real

opportunities. They also run design fiction workshops that allow

us to collectively explore the near future and bring back

concrete memories of it.
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When it comes to design and digital innovation, with them,

anything is possible. The visual identity we have designed is

fully in line with this logic, it is a generative identity in perpetual

motion.

Logo concept

The logo is designed in the spirit of the small "black labels" that

could be printed to organize office files. Behind this initial idea,

there was the idea of a very simple graphic system, inscribed in

a grid, tidy with a little "office spirit". The idea was to create a

contrast with the generative visual system. The three blocks of

the logo can be articulated in every possible way.
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Visual Universe

Originally, we had in mind the flight of starlings, a perfect

example of collective intelligence. So we worked to reproduce

this effect from any image. A cloud of points is automatically

generated and then re-composed ad infinitum.
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The generator

You can test the generator at this address:

http://grapheine.com/test/bureau-des-possibles/bup.html

Fly over the image with your mouse, change "frames", you can

even try to upload your own picture. You will then probably have

to play with the settings on the right. The "SVG" export module

is disabled in this version, but it allows you to export images

that can be used in print.

Many thanks to Kevin Vennitti for the development of this

module.
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See more : https://www.grapheine.com/portfolio/bureau-des-

possibles-conseil-identite-visuelle

Graphéine
Follow

Sign up to join the conversation
Add your feedback for Graphéine’s project by signing in or signing up.
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Rsiham Rocl
40 minutes ago

My roomate's sister makes $7 6/hour on the computer. She has been unemployed for seven
months however last month her check was $19082 simply work on the computer for a few hours.
have a peek at this website

See........................ W      w       w.          W       o       r       k 8       3.c       o       m

Mehedi hasan
42 minutes ago

Brilliant!

Dhyogo Gouveia
an hour ago

Well done

Dhyogo Gouveia
an hour ago

This is lovely

Magenda Alieu
3 hours ago

Cool project!!! Nice work!

Alex Cott in
4 hours ago

Coool!

James Hernandez
5 hours ago

Great work!

Leo Ehrlich
6 hours ago

Hi, this is a lovely project! I would love to work with you one day.

Ahmed Visuals
8 hours ago

Woah!!!!!!
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Andrea Delgado
9 hours ago

so good!
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